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The New Labour years were an opportunity for the Labour Party to break with Margaret Thatcher's disastrous legacy. Instead, Tony Blair and co. left Thatcher's economic architecture in place and locked ...
Nobody Should Look to Tony Blair and New Labour as a Model for Anything
Agnes Wanjiru was discovered beaten and stabbed to death in a septic tank at the Lion’s Court Hotel in the Kenyan town of Nanyuki in June 2012 two months after she disappeared.
British troops murder, burn and kidnap in Kenya
As the old adage goes, only when the working class stop reading right-wing news will we see progressive change.
The death of left-wing media?
I was fortunate enough to attend a small dinner at which the guest of honor was someone who, in my estimation, had quietly served America well in substantial foreign and economic policy positions for ...
France’s Fall, America’s Stumble
British Labour chief Keir Starmer has now kept his predecessor suspended as a Labour MP on spurious grounds for an entire year. The ongoing saga of Corbyn’s suspension perfectly encapsulates the ...
Jeremy Corbyn’s Suspension Is a Monument to Keir Starmer’s Political Bankruptcy
The election of Fiorello H. LaGuardia as mayor of New York is regarded here as an event of prime importance in national politics. He becomes, forthwith, an outstanding figure in the Republican picture ...
November 8: ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY
Irmgard Furchner, who has been dubbed the secretary of evil' had knowledge of all of the events at Stutthoff concentration camp, prosecutor Maxi Wantzen told a courtroom in Itzehoe, Germany.
Nazi 'secretary of evil' was informed 'down to the last detail' of every murder method at camp
Everyone is failing us.” These were the first words that Ashraf Ghani uttered — not as he fled the advancing Taliban on Aug. 15, 2021, but in March 2002 ...
The Once and Future Defeat in Afghanistan
As the controversy over the former prime minister gets more heated, it’s important to know who he was and who he wasn’t.
Politicians Who Claim Churchill’s Mantle Embody His Worst Traits
Principles For Dealing With The Changing World Order By Ray Dalio, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author and Founder and Builder of the World’s Largest Hedge ...
Ray Dalio: Principles For Dealing With The Changing World Order
LOT Polish Airlines came into existence in December 1928. The country’s government established the airline, which entered service a month later, to succeed Aerolot and Aero, a pair of existing ...
Flying Since 1928: The History Of LOT Polish Airlines
France and the UK were looking at ways to restrict the movement of displaced persons, notably Jews, from central Europe ...
Moves to control the movement of refugees in Europe – archive, 1946
Iris Murdoch, Elizabeth Anscombe, Philippa Foot and Mary Midgley took on the male consensus—and revolutionised modern ethics ...
Boo to the Boo-Hurrahs: how four Oxford women transformed philosophy
British prime minister says UK has not changed its position on standoff over fishing rights ...
Boris Johnson denies he was ‘snubbed’ by Macron over fishing row – as it happened
Born in Baltimore in 1860 to Orthodox Hungarian Jewish immigrants, Henrietta Szold was dismissed by many of her contemporaries as an overeducated and overachieving American Jewish woman.
Henrietta Szold: The life of a hero - book review
After Charlottesville and the Tree of Life synagogue shooting, "We’re moving to Germany to escape the Nazis" started to seem less ridiculous.
My Great-Grandparents Fled Nazi Germany. Here's Why I Applied For German Citizenship.
Since February most of the combat in Yemen has been in Marib ... That war was caused by the fact that, when the British left Yemen in 1967, their former colony in Aden became one of two countries ...
Yemen: Crippled Coalition and Non-Negotiables
These places witnessed brutal fighting, but when the bloodshed stopped, the battlefields remained. Stacker compiled photos to show what they look like now.
What 25 historic battlefields look like today
Vanguard is available on the Xbox Series S|X, PS4 and PC. The tried and true genre is back again in Call of Duty: Vanguard with the promise of delivering a unique story of ...
Call of Duty: Vanguard | WWII but Modern [Review]
But he said Kishida showed "important symbolic political commitment" to the countries ... "This is the first time since 1945 (that) Japan has to be, whether we like it or not, a key player ...
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